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FullStack Web developer intern

Meta16labs Healthcare and Analytics Pvt Ltd

Demonstrating strong communication skills to foster seamless teamwork and
efficient collaboration, resulting in successful project deliveries. 
Proficiently working on user interfaces using ReactJS, where my focus was on
crafting intuitive and visually appealing UI designs to enhance user experience.
Undertaking backend development in ExpressJS, responsibly providing REST
APIs to support the frontend UI and ensure smooth functionality
Independently building the dietary and other modules, guided by the mentorship
of senior developers and diligently gathering project requirements from project
managers to align with project goals.
Successfully accomplishing various third-party software integrations single-
handedly, showcasing adaptability and versatility in handling different
technologies. 

Passionate Full-Stack Web Developer with a love for cutting-edge technologies.
Started a publication on Hashnode in 2023 to teach HTML and CSS in a simple way.
YouTube channel caters to tech enthusiasts and beginners alike. Skilled in creating
impactful small projects and committed to continuous learning. Friendly and
approachable, fostering strong connections within the tech community. Dedicated
to crafting exceptional user experiences, driving innovation, and empowering others
on their tech journeys. Striving to make a positive impact in the tech world and
beyond.

A H M A D  R A Z A
W E B  D E V E L O P E R

Freelancer as a Frontend Web developer

Various clients on Upwork and Fiverr

Developed an efficient dashboard for advertisement management, incorporating
tables for campaigns and ad groups. Implemented language toggling (Japanese
and English) and integrated charts and graphs using HTML, CSS/SCSS,
JavaScript, and Chart.js.
Designed and developed a user-friendly camping website, featuring search
functionality for nearby camps. Utilized HTML, CSS/Bootstrap, and JavaScript to
create carousels, cards, navbars, and footers, focusing on optimizing user
experience.
Implemented algorithms for calculating long-run and short-run profit/loss on a
trading website. Leveraged Chart.js to plot data received from the Django
backend, ensuring a seamless algorithm pipeline for data validation and graph
plotting.
Developed a visually appealing 6-page HTML/CSS website for a logistics
company, ensuring a delightful customer experience. Created UI elements,
including navbar, header, footer, contact us page, and tracker pages.
Led a team of 3 in creating a web app using Python Dash framework. Enabled
user registration, authentication, and password retrieval. Implemented
functionality for product addition and deletion, along with an admin portal. The
web app allowed users to add Amazon products and relevant keywords, with
backend functionality to determine keyword rankings and display them on the
website.
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